
Objective [1.6]-Notes 
Know and understand the rules of representing a function in a Cartesian plots including relevant vocabulary.  

Understand when a Cartesian plot is indicating a relationship is not functional 
 
(Note: the vertical line test for relationships that are functional is covered in the book as well as in objective 1.3 about restricted domains)  

 

Rene Descartes is credited with defining a system to represent the precise relative location of objects in space on a piece 
of paper by means of “spatial coordinates”.    Later he realized that algebraic functions could be also be represented on 
the same “Cartesian” coordinate system with pairs of spatial coordinates replaced by ordered pairs of a function. 
 
So first one has to know about how the basic Cartesian coordinate system is defined and then the few rules about 
representing functions. 
 
Here a list of construction rules, comments and suggestions as relates to representing ordered pairs of a function on a 
Cartesian plot.   
 
1. Construct two perpendicular straight lines.  These will be called axes.  Their intersection is called the origin and has 
the ordered pair (0,0).  Orient the two axes so one is horizontal on the page and the other vertical.    
2.   The horizontal axis will be used to locate INPUT values of a function.  The location will be the same distance from the 
vertical axis as the value of the input (parallel to the input axis).  Negative inputs to the left of the vertical axis and 
positive to the right. 
3.   The vertical axis will be used to locate OUTPUT values of a function.  That location will be the same distance from the 
horizontal axis as the value of the output (parallel to the output axis).  Negative outputs below the horizontal axis and 
positive above.   The combination of a pair of input and output values locates a unique point on the Cartesian plane. 
 

4.  The four quadrants created by the axes are numbed counter 
clockwise from the upper right typically with roman numerals.  
For most business functions only the first quadrant is needed 
(positive domain and range).  Sometimes the fourth quadrant is 
also included for say an output like “net profit” which may have 
negative values (loss). 
5.   Labeling and referring to the axes as x and y is NOT 
appropriate unless defined.  Use the symbols you have already 
defined for input and output.  In the example below we can refer 
to the horizontal axis as the  g-axis.  Saying input axis is always ok.  
If there is only one function being represented on the plot then 
the output symbol as an axis label is sometimes replaced by 
function symbol (as in the example in the book, page 44).   In this 
one below R could replace s if no other function is being 
represented.  If more than one function is being represented then 
there must a legend with either color coded points or different 
symbols for the points. 

 
6.  If you have English descriptions and units for the input and output sets they should also be included on the plot along 
with an appropriate title.    
 
  



So summarizing what makes a clear and understandable 
Cartesian plot of a business relationship (function)? 
 
1.  Show only the quadrants required.   
2.  Scale the axes so the full domain and range are visible 
(axes can be different scales) 
3.  Label both input(horizontal) and output(vertical) axes with 
their symbol, name and unit 
4.  Give the graph a title 
5.  Use a legend to indicate different functions being plotted 
on the same graph 
 
To the right is an example of a clear and understandable 
Cartesian plot of the example used in the objective 1.5 
handout. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If one has an algebraic model function that they are trying to plot then the idea is to compute many ordered pairs of the 
function, so many that when plotted it looks like a continuous curve.  This is exactly what technology like graphing 
calculators do.  The plot below is such a “continuous” plot.   It is a graphical model of the plot above.    
 
How do we interpret functional notation in a graphical setting?   In other words what is H(8)?   It is the vertical value of 
the point (ordered pair) on the curve whose input or horizontal coordinate is 8.  Follow the value of 8 vertically up to the 

ordered pair point on the curve and then horizontally to the 
left to read of the value of the output value of the ordered 
pair, in this case $265,000.    The functional notation version of 
this question is H(8)?.  When you see this think of following the 
“evaluating” arrows. 
 
The “inverse would be for example “In what year was the 
average price of a home at $200,000?”.   The answer for this is 
read “backwards” starting from the output (vertical axis), 
reading over to the ordered pair point of the function on the 
curve and then down to the input (horizontal axis) to read of 
the input value of 4 which we would translate into 1994.  The 
functional notation version of this question would look like this 
200=H(t) solve for t.  When you see this think of following the 
the “solving” arrows. 
 
SO!  even before we have gotten into the gory details of how 
to evaluate and solve algebraically we understand how they 
play out on graph and in functional notation(objective 1.5)! 


